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Being so intensely
rooted in New Ulm
makes George Glotzbach
the excellent historian
that he is and we will
learn much from him at
the 2016 Erick Kurz
Memorial Award Dinner
concerning the immigrants to his region,
about the role of the
1848ers and Turners in
particular, about the war
against the native Indians
and about New Ulm in
the 20th and 21st century
with its remarkable breweries and other GermanAmerican business enterprises.
The city of New
George Glotzbach is German-American cul- Ulm in Minnesota is
tural ambassador of New Ulm, MN, a frecharacterized by a 102quent contributor to The Steuben News and
foot monument that
recipient of the 2016 Erick Kurz Memorial
depicts Hermann the
Award
Cheruscan, the ancient
hero whose army liberated Germany from Roman rule in 9 A.D. As
German immigrants came to the United States, the legend of
Hermann as the father of German independence and a symbol of
honor and pride came with them. In 1840, a national Order of
Hermann’s Sons was founded in New York.
In 1887, the Order commissioned a statue of Hermann similar to the one in Germany to be erected in New Ulm. It took nearly

a decade to complete the more than 4,000-pound statue, designated
by the U.S. Congress in 2000 as a national symbol of German heritage. Visitors may climb a staircase to the statue for a stunning,
panoramic view of New Ulm and the river valley, and tour the
Interpretive Center in the base of the monument which is sponsored
by the Hermann Monument Society. The monument sits on the
grounds of Hermann Heights Park, which has playground equipment and picnic facilities. For more info:
www.hermannmonument.com
It goes without saying that the maintenance of such a treasure requires the commitment of the administrators and citizens.
Brother George Glotzbach is a leader among the dedicated people of
New Ulm who have formed the Hermann Monument Society for the
preservation and promotion of the Monument as has been reported
in Steuben News many times. Our Society and individual members
have enthusiastically supported such efforts as the Paver Program
since its inception and we count New Ulm citizens among membersat-large of our Steuben Society of America. For more info:
http://hermannmonument.com/Hermann_Monument_Paver_Prog.h
tml.
Brother Glotzbach's love of German culture and his perpetuation of the history of Germans in Minnesota that are reflected in
his biography and bibliography fulfill the aims of the Steuben
Society of America in an exemplary way. Therefore, the Education
Committee of the National Council elected him as year's recipient of
the Erick Kurz Memorial Award, a recognition given heretofore in
recent years as scholarships and author's awards, thanks to the generosity of the Erick Kurz family. The late Brother Erick Kurz certainly embodied love of German American history and culture and
its preservation through education in his years as a member and
leader of Steuben Society Units and Councils.
In 2015, Brother Glotzbach and Steuben Brother Dennis
Warta jointly received the
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Erick Kurz Memorial
Award Winner
contd from front cover
Germany. Brother George was also
named Cultural Ambassador of New
Ulm, MN, “The Most German City in
the USA as well as New Ulm Tourism
Person of 2016 by the Chamber of
Commerce in his city. It is fitting therefore that our New Ulm delegate comes
to New York during the GermanAmerican Friendship Weeks.
George returned to New Ulm in
2003 and married Sharon Boesch,
daughter of Reuben and Henrietta
(Sprenger) Boesch of the Goosetown
neighborhood of New Ulm. Sharon and
George live on Cottonwood Street in
New Ulm.
Sister Phyllis Kurz, on behalf of
the National Council, has arranged the
event that will allow a presentation of
the award as a dinner talk as in past
years at the Plattduetsche Park
Restaurant in Franklin Square, NY and
we look forward to the enlightening and
fascinating lessons we will learn about
New Ulm and about the history of
Germans in Minnesota. At the same
time, we hope Brother George and his
spouse, Sharon will take back the greetings of New York's German-American
community to New Ulm. Perhaps it is
time to plan a float featuring the
Hermann Monument in the New York
Steuben Parade next year?
Please join us to learn all about
the German American History of New
Ulm at teh Erick Kurz Memorial Award
Dinner Talk on Wednesday, September
21, 2016 at 6:00 pm at the Plattduetsche
Park Restaurant, 1132 Hempstead
Turnpike, in Franklin Square, NY
www.parkrestaurant.com
The sit-down Dinner includes an
Appetizer, a Salad, an Entree which
includes a Choice of Sauerbraten, Loin
of Pork, Chicken Cordon Bleu, or
Salmon, a Dessert and Coffee and Tea,
Wine, Beer and Soda. Checks made
payable to Steuben Society of America
for $60 per person may be sent to: Mrs.
Phyllis Kurz, 419 Stewart Avenue,
North Bellmore NY 11710; Phone 516785-0582; 516-457-2687

Immigrant Monument 25th
Anniversary and Re-dedication
New Ulm’s famous Immigrant
Monument, sponsored by the GermanBohemian Heritage Society (GBHS),
was re-dedicated on it’s 25th
Anniversary on May 21, 2016. The
event began on-site at 2nd North and
German Street in German Park. Elroy
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Ubl served as Master of Ceremonies
throughout the day, as he did in 1991. Mayor
Robert Beussman presented a Proclamation
from the City. GBHS President Patrick
Kretsch performed the Re-dedication ceremony. Charlie Braunreiter played the
Böhmerwald Lied on his concertina, with
Heidi (Vorwerk) Berle on vocal. GermanBohemians wore their tracht (homeland village costume).
There was a Social Hour at the New
Ulm Country Club with German-American
music by the Original German Band. The
Program included brief remarks from some
GBHS Board members who were involved
in the development of the Monument 25
years ago. Louis Lindmeyer, who Chaired
the Monument Planning Committee, Patrick
Kretsch, and former Mayor Carl “Red”
Wyczawski delivered their recollections. A
slide show narrated by Gary Wiltscheck provided insight into the original concept for
the Monument, its design and symbolism, its
construction, and the 1991 dedication.

Luise: Queen of Prussia
by Hans A. Pohlsander
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must say, without any flattery, that she is the most beautiful
woman whom I have ever seen." The Countess Sophie Marie
von Voss, "Oberhofmeisterin" (chief governess) at the
Prussian court, had occasion to call Luise "an angelic queen,
who conscientiously does her duty." Napoleon once saw in
Luise his worst enemy, but later called her the most admirable
queen and at the same time the most interesting woman whom
he had ever met. The German Romantic writer Jean Paul
(Johann Paul Friedrich Richter, 1763-1825), whom Luise
received three times, dedicated to her his four-volume novel
Titan. On her 34th birthday, which was to be her last, the poet
Heinrich von Kleist (1777-1811) presented to Luise a beautiful poem expressing his admiration. On 6 July 1798, the day
of "Huldigung" (homage), August Wilhelm von Schlegel,
(1767-1845), the foremost poet of the Romantic movement in
Germany, celebrated Luise thus in one of his poems:
Louisens Lächeln heißt den Kummer scherzen, Ihrem
Blick ist jedes Leid entflohn. Sie wär' in Hütten Königin der
Herzen, Sie ist der Anmuth Göttin auf dem Thron.
(Luise's smile bids sorrow yield, Before her view all
grief has flown away. She would be queen of hearts in cottages, She is the goddess of grace on the throne).
A veritable cult of Queen Luise developed during her
lifetime and flourished throughout the 19th century. Her beautiful mausoleum is located just a few steps from the
Charlottenburg castle. Built as a Hohenzollern family tomb, it
became first a Prussian and then a German national monument. Begun by Heinrich Gentz (1766-1811) and completed
by Karl Friedrich Schinkel (1781-1841), it features a portico
of four Doric columns. In the pediment of this portico one
should take note of a Chi-Rho monogram flanked by the letters Alpha and Omega. It suitably gives expression to Luise's
deep faith. The mausoleum attracts a large number of visitors
to this day.
The Luise-cult also prompted a large number of paintings capturing her beauty and of sculptures reflecting her historical significance. Among the paintings are those of Joseph
Grassi (1802), Elisabeth Vigée-Lebrun (1802), Wilhelm
Schadow (1810), and Gustav Richter (1879). Among the
sculptures the "Prinzessinnengruppe" of Johann Gottfried
Schadow (Carrara marble, 1797), the sarcophagus figure of

In the history of the Prussian monarchy, beginning with the coronation of
Friedrich I in 1701, and ending with the
abdication of Wilhelm II in 1918, we may
count ten queens. The sixth, and most
remarkable, of these was Luise (Luise
Auguste Wilhelmine Amalie), born princess
of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. Luise was born on
10 March 1776 in Hannover, where her parents resided at that time. Her father was
Prince Karl of Mecklenburg-Strelitz. Her
mother, the Princess Friederike of HessenDarmstadt, died when Luise was twelve
years old. At the tender age of 17, on 24
December 1793, Luise married crown prince
Friedrich Wilhelm of Prussia, who succeedContʼd on page 7
ed to the throne as Friedrich Wilhelm III in
1797. She gave birth to ten children, seven New Ulm MNʼs famous Immigrant Monument was rededicated
of whom reached adulthood. She died on 19 in May 2016 and celebrated its 25th anniversary
July 1810, while visiting her father, at
Hohenzieritz castle in Mecklenburg-Strelitz.
She had a close relationship to her sister
Friederike (1778-1841), whose life story
was less than happy.
Luise was, without question, the
most popular, most beautiful, and most
graceful of the queens of Prussia. The
French authoress and critic Madame de Staël
(Anne Louise Germaine de Staël, 17661817) was introduced to Queen Luise in the
course of a visit to Berlin in 1804. She
observed: "The queen is charming, and I
Correction to July/August 2016 issue:
In the Obituary for Brother Ralph
Cirulli, we incorrectly stated that Br.
Cirulli introduced us to Father Peter
Rinauldi, an expert on the Shroud of
Lourdes. It should have said Shroud of
Turin instead of Lourdes.
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ANNAPOLIS ESSAY AWARD WINNER
At the annual Award Ceremony of the United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis, Hans Arndt of the Peter Muehlenberg Unit presented the German
Language Steuben Award, a ceremonial sword, to Midshipman Michael Clark.
MIDN Clark was selected for this award for his outstanding essay on Music history
which is reprinted herein. MIDN Clark has completed three years at the Naval
Academy, and after one more year will enter the service of the United States Navy.
The Steuben Award is one of a series of awards to outstanding students in the fields
of Economics, English, History, Political Science, and Languages and Cultures. The
ceremony was held in the magnificent Memorial Hall, which is an integral part of
Bankroft Hall, the largest dormitory complex in the United States with over 4000
residents. ---Hans Arndt

The Significance of the Relationship Between
German and American Music
by MIDSHIPMAN MICHAEL CLARK
“I am convinced that the future music of this country must be founded on what
are called Negro melodies. These beautiful and varied themes are the product of
the soil. They are the folk songs of America and your composers must turn to Hans Arndt of the Peter Muehlenberg Unit presents the Steuben Award, a ceremonial sword, to Midshipman Michael Clark at the US Naval Academy in
them.” -Antonin Dvořák
Annapolis. M. Clark wrote his award-winning German essay on “The
“Was deutsch und echt wüsst keiner mehr/ Lebt’s nicht in deutscher Importance of the Relationship between German and American Musicʼ”
Meister mehr” -Richard Wagner
The history of American music is inseparable from the history of German music. Due
Sister Ilse Hoffmann is looking for
to immigration and its cultural influences, the development of American music was entirely
someone to adopt her tuxedo cat
dependent on German influences. What can be difficult to ascertain is whether the positive
Ollie. Ollie loves to sit in peopleʼs
aspects of this historical relationship outweigh the drawbacks. In this essay, I will further
laps and enjoys his canned,
examine both claims, and weigh the historical positives against the negatives. Although there
shredded cat food. Please consider
were periods during which the predominant musical influences from Germany stifled promgiving Ollie a loving home in order to
ising ideas in American music, I will show, that the benefits of this relationship for both
help Sister Hoffmann.
America and German were much more important, and that this early relationship is responContact: Christine,
sible for the modern musical culture of both nations.
Like almost everything in America, the story of American music begins with an
Steuben News editor
immigrant. In 1733, Karl Theodor Pachelbel, son of the famous composer Johann Pachelbel,
at: 631-294-0256
moved to Charleston in search of new opportunities. There he became America’s only
asap.
Baroque period composer and left a legacy of German compositional forms to American
composers. This early introduction was the beginning of over a century of dependence of the
American musical culture on ideas and inspiration from Germany.
The 19th Century was a century of undisputed German dominance in music.
Beethoven’s mastery of the symphony forced composers into imitation or emulation, and
every centre of innovation, whether Leipzig, Weimar, or Vienna, was a German-speaking
city. But a consequence of this dominance was to stifle innovation; musical historian Richard
Taruskin referred to this period, especially 1850-76, as a , “fallow period for the symphony
in Europe”. That this slowing of innovation occurred at the same time as America’s industrialization, and concurrently increasing cultural appetite, meant that America had only older
music as examples. Furthermore, America had little equivalent to the nationalism sweeping
19th Century Europe and often serving as musical inspiration; historian Donald Grout pointed out that, “Nationalism has played only a subsidiary part in the musical scene of America”.
Taruskin shows that German immigrants were often sought by, “Americans interested in cultivating the German art music tradition”, and for whom “the unmarked native tongue
was German”. For Grout, “All the ‘serious music’ the American public could take [during the
19th Century] was imported”. This instinctive faith in the German tradition was responsible
for the untimely deaths of many promising American musical trends.
Historian A.J.P. Taylor called the revolutions of 1848, “A turning point when history
failed to turn”. The same can be said for the visit of the renowned composer Antonin Dvorak
to American in 1892. Although he is often today remembered as a Czech nationalist, his
musical education was entirely German; although Czech was his native language, Taruskin
shows that he was “A Brahms protégé”, he “began his musical career a fervent Wagnerian”,
and that for his symphonies “the model that most frequently comes to mind is Schubert”. It
was as a German composer that Dvorak was invited to America, but his ideas and prescriptions for the development of American music proved too outlandish for the prevailing culture. Commissioned to write an opera based on Longfellow’s ‘Hiawatha’, he discovered the
great riches of the many music forms of American minorities. Dvorak saw an ‘original’
American cultural not in New York salons, where he briefly worked as director of the
‘National Conservatory’, but in what was usually referred to as ‘Negro’ music.
Founders’ Day Photos Cont’d from last issue: TOP: National
Chairman Robert Land and First Lady Elyse Land, Marcell
Baumann and Margita Collins BOTTOM: Father and
Daughter dancing Andy and Anita Felberfrom the Islip Unit
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Connecting the Dots from
The War of Austrian
Succession to
American Independence
By Randall J. Ratje, Past
National Chairman
If you ask most people what
caused the American Colonists to rebel
against British rule, they would probably
say, “Taxation Without Representation.”
But why were the British imposing these
hated taxes on the colonies? The answer
is that Great Britain was trying to recoup
the treasure it had expended fighting two
world wars earlier in that century.
World wars you say? Wasn’t the
First World War fought from 1914 to
1918? While that conflagration is the first
to bear the title of a world war, I would
argue that the first true world war was in
fact the War of Austrian Succession which
was fought between the years 1740 to
1748.
So, what was the War of Austrian
Succession? Who were the belligerents;
and, over what were they fighting? In the
Eighteenth Century, the so-called Holy
Roman Empire of the German Nation was
a loosely held association of German
lands dominated by the Habsburgs, the
royal family of Austria. However, upon
the death of the Habsburg monarch,
Charles VI, on October 20, 1740, the enemies of the Habsburgs saw the chance to
challenge Austria’s dominance.
Charles VI died without a male
heir, so, his daughter, Maria Theresa,
stood to inherit the Habsburg thrones.
However, the Kingdom of Prussia, led
by King Frederick II, also known as
Friedrich der Grosse (Frederick the
Great), challenged the right of Maria
Theresa to rule. Frederick claimed that,
by Salic Law, the civil code compiled by
Clovis, the first Frankish king, back in
the year 500, and which had continued
to be the basis of the laws of the Holy
Roman Empire, royal inheritance by a
woman was prohibited. This led to a

Johann De Kalb
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war over who had the right of succession to rule over the Austrian controlled lands. Prussia was particularly interested in gaining control over
the vast region of Silesia in what is
now Poland.
On the side of the Habsburg
Monarchy was: Great Britain,
Hanover, the Dutch Republic, the
Kingdom of Sardinia and Russia. On
the side opposing the Habsburg
Monarchy stood: France, Prussia,
Spain, Bavaria, Sicily, Naples, Genoa
and Sweden. Saxony fought with the
Prussians from 1741 to 1742 and it
fought with the Habsburgs from 1743
to 1745.
The war was waged all over
the globe. In North America it was
known as King George’s War. In
India it was known as the First
Carnatic War. In Europe, the war waged
by the Prussians was known as the First
and Second Silesian War. When the war
ended with the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle
in 1748, Maria Theresa managed to
retain the Austrian throne. However,
Spain regained control of the Dutchies of
Parma, Piacenza and Guastalla on the
Italian peninsula. And, more important to
our tale, Prussia gained control of Silesia.
So why do we care about any of
this? Well, as we have seen time and time
again in History, one war tends to lead to
further wars. Eight years after the conclusion of the War of Austrian
Succession, Great Britain, France and
Spain were still at odds over control of
their colonies around the world.
Likewise, Austria and Prussia were still
at odds over the control of Silesia. This
time the conflict that ensued was called
the Seven Years’ War. Said war was
waged over the seven years spanning
from 1756 to 1763.
Once again most of the world
was drawn into the fighting. In North
America the conflict was known as the
French and Indian War. The fighting
between Sweden and Prussia
was
known
as
the
Pomeranian War. In India it
was the Third Carnatic War.
Finally, the fighting between
Austria and Prussia was
known as the Third Silesian
War. The major change in
the alliances from the War of
Austrian Succession to the
Seven Years’ War was that
this time Prussia allied itself
with Great Britain against
France.
Thanks
to
Great
Britain’s alliance with
Prussia, Great Britain was
free to focus its military
might on its colonial aspirations while relying on
Frederick the Great to occupy Britain’s enemies on the
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Frederick the Great and Maria Theresa
European continent. The British Prime General in the Continental Army, was
Minister William Pitt was heard to say, not a Prussian, but a Bavarian. He was
“America was won in Germany.”
born on June 19, 1721, in the town of
Though the Seven Years’ War ended in Erlangen.
1763, the world would not remain at
There he learned French and
peace for long. As noted at the outset of English and earned a military commisthis essay, after waging two world wars sion in the Loewendal German
over the prior two decades Great Britain Regiment of the French Army. He dishad a huge war debt. In order to restore tinguished himself in the fighting in
the economic health of its empire, Great Flanders during the War of Austrian
Britain imposed onerous taxes on its Succession. Later, during the Seven
colonies. These taxes pushed the Years’ War, he rose to the rank of lieuAmerican Colonies to open rebellion by tenant colonel and became the Assistant
1775. Thus began the conflict we now Quartermaster General in the Army of
know as the Revolutionary War.
the Upper Rhine. By the end of the
Many of the military leaders on Seven Years’ War, he was awarded the
both sides of the Revolutionary War cut Order of Military Merit by the French
their teeth in the War of Austrian and he was given the noble title of
Succession and in the Seven Years’ War. baron. Baron von Kalb, who also went
General George Washington served the by the French appellation Jean de Kalb,
British as a colonel during the French would go on to serve the American
and Indian War. Washington’s opposite cause of Liberty until his valiant death
number, General Charles Cornwallis, at the Battle of Camden, South
saw military service in Germany during Carolina, on August 19, 1780.
the Seven Years’ War where he fought in
At the Battle of Camden, von
the Battle of Minden in 1759. Two Kalb’s horse was shot from under him,
German generals who fought for the sending him tumbling to the ground.
Continental Army
during
the While still on the ground, he was shot
Revolutionary War actually fought on three times and he was bayonetted sevopposite sides during the Seven Years’ eral times more by the British troops.
War.
The mortally wounded von Kalb was
General Friedrich Wilhelm von captured by the British and brought to
Steuben, Inspector General of the the camp of General Cornwallis who
Continental Army, learned the military had his personal surgeon tend to von
arts from none other than Frederick the Kalb’s wounds. The Baron thanked
Great, serving the King of Prussia as an Cornwallis for his sympathy but reportaide-de-camp. General von Steuben edly assured him, “I die the death I
was able to pass along his Prussian mil- always prayed for: the death of a soldier
itary knowledge to the fledgling fighting for the rights of man.”
American Army.
Eventually von
By 1783, Cornwallis would be
Steuben’s drilling techniques and mili- the one facing defeat at the Battle of
tary instruction enabled the Continental Yorktown. Though von Kalb did not
Army to stand toe to toe against the live to see it, the cause of Liberty, for
mighty British Army.
which he and others like him came to
In contrast, Johann von Kalb, who, like fight, had triumphed. And thus, we
von Steuben, held the rank of Major have completed the journey, just like
Baron von Kalb, from the War of
Interested in writing for
Austrian Succession to the Seven
The Steuben News?
Years’ War to American Independence.
Submit your article to the editor
charvey@newliving.com
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Chairman’s Message:
Dear Steuben Brothers and Sisters,
As we enter September/October, we are pleased to
report that the State and National Council of our society
have again co-sponsored the lead float in the NY Steuben
Parade on September 17th. Please note that on October 9th
the Philadelphia Steuben Parade will be celebrated and on
October 16 Steuben Recognition Day will take place at
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. At the NY Steuben Parade,
Brother Larry Rugen will again portray General George
Washington and Brother Pete Stubben will again portray General Von Steuben.
We thank them for their participation.
I encourage as many as possible to support the parade. The week after
the parade on Sept 21 at 6:00 PM the Erick Kurz Memorial Lecture will take
place at the Plattdeutsche Park Restaurant in Franklin Square, Long Island. The
speaker will be George Glotzbach from New Ulm, Minnesota. Please see the
details and his biography in this issue. I want to remind the units to appoint a
nominating committee at their October meeting and to follow the election
process through the elections. We have not yet committeed to a date for next
years Founders Day Celebration. I intend to publish the date in our next issue.
I wish that you all enjoy the remainder of the summer and I hope to see you at
the Steuben events in the Autumn Season.
Fraternally yours,
Bob Land
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The purpose of the Steuben Society of America is to educate the public about matters of interest to
American citizens of German descent and their families, to encourage their participation in civic
affairs and to perpetuate and enhance the understanding of the contributions made by such
citizens to the development of the United States
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ment which is the burial site of Baron
Steuben are DAR Chapter Regent
Susan Jones Graff of Steuben and Park
Ranger David Bandych of Fort Stanwix
National Monument in Rome who
spoke about Baron Steuben's efforts to
aid America's fight for Independence.
Mrs. Graff is a recently retired
National Park Ranger. She laid the
wreath that included Dogwood blossoms in remembrance of the Baron's
training of American troops at Valley
Forge. The National Park Service is celebrating 100 years of service in 2016
and continues to partner with the
Steuben Memorial State Historic Site
and Oriskany Battlefield State Historic
Site.

STEUBEN MONUMENT
WREATH-LAYING CEREMONY
On Saturday, June 25, 2016,
the Col. Marinus Willett-Mohawk
Valley Chapter Daughters of the
American Revolution (DAR) of
Frankfort, sponsored a picnic and
Memorial Service at the Steuben
Soul of Germany:
Memorial State Historic Site located
in the Town of Steuben near Remsen,
Chapter XVI
in remembrance of the Battle of
Cont’d from Last Month
Monmouth in New Jersey on June 28,
by Richie Odorfer
1778. That was the first time George
Walter Rathenau, a Jewish
Washington's Army met the British industrialist convinced Wilhelm II on
after leaving Valley Forge where they how to organize Germany’s finances
had been trained by Major General and war material. Rathenau’s ecoBaron Steuben. Shown at the monuWreath-Laying Ceremony, Steuben
Monument, Remsen, NY

Top:
New member
(C) Tom Rogers
and his wife
Carol (R) from
Phoenix, AZ
with Marcell
Baumann (L) up
from Florida
who attended a
4th of July party
hosted by the
Lands

nomic planning allowed the Reich to
fight on with her limited resources in
spite of England’s blockade.
That April, hopes for peace
brightened when the Russian army
collapsed along the eastern front.
Czar Nicholas II abdicated, and
Russia plunged into a bloody revolution resulting in a Communist Party
victory. Russia at once turned into a
brutal atheistic dictatorship. The
Communist leaders’ first action was
to surrender to Germany, and allow
Berlin a free hand with the former
Russian possessions in eastern
Europe. It was Germany’s intention
to establish Poland and Lithuania
into independent kingdoms, and

THANK YOU
CENTENNIAL CLUB &
SOCIETY DONORS!
Bern E. Deichmann
Eberhard Fischer
Helmut Helck
Dr. Charles Gilbert
Spross Unit #167
Thank you for a very
generous donation from:
The Troy German Hall
Association

make Latvia and Estonia grand
duchies.
Victorious Field Marshal von
Hindenburg
then
replaced
Falkenhayn as Chief of the War
Command. Battle plans were quickly
drawn up utilizing the armies that had
been released from the East, to bring
victory on the western front. With the
war finally appearing won for
Germany and the Central Powers catastrophe struck, for on April 4,
1917, the United States declared war
on Germany.
Influential American bankers
and business men had become financially associated with the Allied
cause on a grand scale, mocking the
international neutrality laws. U.S.
credits and loans to London and Paris
by April 1917 totaled in the billions
of dollars. A German victory or even
a “peace without victory,” would
have spelled financial disaster to the
multitudes of American war profiteers. The spoils of war, anticipating
an Allied victory, had already been
figured into the secret illegal business transactions. Two controversial
German predicaments were aggressively propagandized during that
spring of 1917.
One: Berlin’s unrestricted
submarine warfare campaign had
resumed in February 1917. Most honest historians agree that Wilhelm II
had no other choice, for England’s
blockade was destroying the health of
the German people. But the antiGerman propagandists
cleverly
hoodwinked the American people
into limiting the U-boat war as the
one burning issue of the day, discouraging any popular debate over
London’s brutal blockade of
Germany.
Two: The U-boat sinking of
the passenger ship Lusitania off the
Irish coast in 1915, that Lt. Walther
Schwinger mistook for a troop ship,
fueled nasty public opinion for
Wilhelm II and Germany across
America. What Germany’s critics
did not take into consideration was
that the Lusitania carried munitions:
1,248 cases of shrapnel shells,
volatile gun cotton disguised as raw
furs, 18 cases of fuses, and very
probably six million rounds of

contd next page
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Soul of Germany
contʼd from previous page
ammunition, among other hidden war
material. Moreover, the German
embassy in the U.S. had warned the
American public before the sailing,
that the liner was owned by a belligerent nation and was going to enter
the war zone. Another controversy
was the Zimmerman Note, which was
a secret telegram to Mexico from the
German Foreign Secretary, thanking
Mexico for offering Germany the use
of her sea ports for U-boat bases.
Zimmerman proposed an alliance if
the U.S. ever declares war on
Germany, and if such a situation
would occur, Zimmerman wrote,
Mexico should consider recovering
territories taken from her by the U.S.
in the 1848 war. When news of
Zimmerman’s note reached the
American public, it had been distorted in the translation by the propagandists, making it appear that Berlin
was preparing to start a war with the
United States. Just weeks after the
release of that “piece of paper,” two
old friends went to war with each
other for the first time. Then as foreseen by the Allies, America became
their great provider, supplying them
with all future war material and $7
billion in credits. President Wilson
then instituted his own propaganda
campaign, and ruthlessly persecuted
anyone courageous enough to speak
up against “his war.”
The war in the air. Mankind
had learned to fly in machines a
decade before the Great War began.
The belligerent nations used the
primitive air planes in their war operations, arming them with machine
guns. These first fighter pilots were
given several assignments: reconnaissance runs, directing artillery attacks,
dropping small bombs, and trying to
shoot down as many enemy planes as
possible. A close comradeship developed between most airmen, friend
and foe alike, and with few exceptions, the war in the air was fought
with great chivalry.
The air war produced many
heroes on both sides, but Germany
gave the world the greatest: Baron
Manfred von Richthofen – the most
famous fighter pilot of all time. He
was called the Red Baron, and also
the Red Knight, for he flew his missions in a bright red plane fearing no
one. Before Richthofen was shot
down and killed in 1918, he had
scored 80 victories over Allied
planes, making him the top ace of the
war. All Germany mourned his death,
and it was written of him:
Beloved of his people, honored by his
foes, admired by the brave, and
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earned well the epitaph that will be forever in the hearts of his people - he was
a soldier.
Spring 1918. Germany’s massive offensive along the western front
was finally launched on March 21,
when the required strength withdrawn
from the East had been put in place. It
was code named Michael, honoring
Germany’s patron saint, Michael the
Archangel. The British army was
taken by surprise by the great force
Hindenburg and his assistant, General
Erich Ludendorf, the Chief of War
Policy, organized, causing one-third of
the British defensive line to collapse.
The Germans then overwhelmed the
French positions, advancing to a point
only 37 miles from Paris. The people
of Germany were now confident of victory. Yet, this news was not received
with jubilation, but mostly with sighs
of relief that the four year horror would
soon be over. The German people were
as exhausted as their soldiers, for they
were dying by the hundreds of thousands. A deadly influenza had spread
across the Reich at this time, killing at
least half a million people, which
added to the toll of millions who had
already died of starvation related diseases.
Prior to the outbreak of war, the
Social Democratic Party, SPD, was the
strongest political force in the
Reichstag, and although an anti-war
party, once hostilities occurred, it supported the army. But it acted so only
because Germany was fighting Czarist
Russia, socialism’s greatest enemy.
When the Communists took over in
Russia, the SPD called for an end to
the war. Radicals within the SPD
encouraged the workers to revolt. They
exploited the food shortage and incited
class hatreds. Miners, steel workers
and munition makers were prime targets of the radicals, who were able to
forment strikes in these critical fields.
As a result of the work stoppages,
some battles and advances at the front
were lost when the German army
ran out of ammunition. Many
patriotic union leaders warned
the workers that they were
being betrayed at a critical
moment of the war.
Although
Emperor
Wilhelm II ruled Germany in an
aggressive style for 25 years up
until 1914, during the war, he
gave his generals carte blanche
in running things, only occasionally acting as Germany’s
conscience. By 1918, however,
Wilhelm II had become heavily
influenced by Hindenburg and
Ludendorf, in not just military
decisions, but also in political
affairs.
“The black day of the
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German army.” The success of
Operation Michael in spring 1918
went so far beyond expectations,
that a month of rest and recuperation was called for by
Ludendorf. In the meantime,
200,000 American soldiers had
been arriving in Europe each
month, thus tipping the balance
of power to the Allied side.
Germany resumed her offensive
in July, commencing the second
Battle of the Marne. Striking
deep into France with 200 divisions, the Germans could probably have won the war then had
the United States not entered the
conflict. But American military
and industrial might shattered
Germany’s hopes for victory. In
the first battle between Germans
and Americans, the “doughboys”
fought so well, that the Germans
thought they were special shock
troops. The U.S. Expeditionary
force was led by a GermanAmerican,
General
John
Pershing, and huge numbers of
ethnic Germans filled the ranks
of the American army. Just days
after the failed German offensive,
on July 18th the Allied forces
commenced a great counteroffensive along the western front
that included 450 tanks. The
Germans were forced into a hasty
retreat by the overwhelming
Allied
attack.
Ludendorf
described the retreat as “the black
day of the German army.”
The fall of the Second
Reich. The United States presence in the war was felt on the
other fronts as well, causing
Austria-Hungary and Turkey’s
Ottoman Empire to lose their will
to fight on. Turkey surrendered
on October 30th and AustriaHungary five days later. One of
Wilhelm’s last acts was to
appoint Prince Max of Baden

chancellor, a nobleman internationally known for his moderation and
honor. Max quickly sent a note to
President Wilson, requesting peace
based on his 14 points. But Wilson
answered the note with harsh accusations on how Germany had conducted the war. Wilson and the Allies
gave Germany terms for an armistice
that amounted to unconditional surrender.
In late October, the German
navy was ordered out to sea for a last
ditch battle to the death with
England. Communists, however, in
the meantime had been able to
organize the sailors into Soviet style
councils, as they had accomplished
with many German workers. During
discussions in their councils,
Germany’s sailors agreed the attack
order was futile. They not only
refused to sacrifice their lives, they
revolted. Only the officers and men
of the U-boat fleet remained loyal to
the emperor until the war’s end. The
last German emperor was encouraged at this fearful time for the Reich
to climb into the trenches with his
soldiers, thus saving his honor. But
Wilhelm II decided instead to abdicate the throne and flee to neutral
Holland. Upon that, all the German
kingdoms and duchies toppled. On
November 9, 1918, Prince Max of
Baden handed over the government
to SPD leader, Friedrich Ebert, and
Germany became a republic for the
first time in her history. On
November 11, Ebert’s provisional
government signed an armistice with
the Allies.
As
stipulated
in
the
armistice, the German army had to
withdraw immediately from France,
Belgium, Alsace and Lorraine, to the
beyond the left bank of the Rhine.
The retreat was led by Field Marshal
von Hindenburg. As the soldiers

Sinking of Lusitania
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marched solemnly back to the
Fatherland, they passed their old
trench lines and fields of past battles
where millions of their comrades were
buried. Memorial services were held
at numerous sites along the way during the sad trek home. Germany’s
most popular song in those dark days
was the haunting refrains and moving
melody of Ludwig Uhland’s soldier
hymn:
Ich Hatt Ein Kamaraden
(I Once Had a Comrade)
I once had a comrade,
Then a bullet came flying. I am giving
my hand to him, A better one you
couldn’t find. Is it intended for he or
me? Who is laying next to me.
As the drum played to the battle, He was thrown and is lying, He
can not reach out to me, He marched
at my side. In front of my feet, As he
passes into eternity. As if he was a
piece of me. But he will be in heaven,
My comrade tried and true.

Contʼd Next Month

The Bloody Red Baron’s
Traumatic Brain Injury and
an Amazing Recovery
The issue of head trauma and
brain injury has been in the spotlight a
lot lately, especially when it comes to
sports and athletic injury, as well as
auto accidents, job accidents, and of
course, soldiers returning home from
war. Perhaps one recently recognized
case of traumatic brain injury in history is Manfred von Richthofen, also
known as the “Red Baron”. One of
the greatest combat fighter pilots of
all time, the German ace helped form
the foundation of aerial dogfighting.
He wasn’t the most skilled
pilot, but he utilized tactics which
made him the most dangerous airman
American General John Pershing
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of World War I, earning him 80
kills, making him the highest scoring and most decorated pilot of the
war. Richthofen’s incredible success
was mostly due to his strict adherence to a set rules governing dogfighting called the “Boelcke
Dictums”, written by Germany flying ace Oswald Boelcke.
Today, the Boelcke Dictums
are holy gospel among fighter pilots,
still taught to trainees in air forces
around the world.
On
July
6th,
1917,
Richthofen suffered a gunshot
wound to the head, damaging the
frontal lobe of his brain. Amazingly,
the wound didn’t kill him, and he
was able to land in friendly territory.
He had to undergo several operations to remove bone fragments
from his damaged brain, and was
temporarily blinded and paralyzed.
Amazingly, Richthofen made a
quick comeback, spending only
three months convalescing and healing, attempting to return to active
duty in August but finally returning
to the air on October 23rd.
Richthofen wasn’t the same
after his head injury, and modern
medical professionals have looked
over his case and determined that he
could have suffered from a serious
traumatic brain injury. He become
disinhibited and compulsive, often
making snap judgments and irrational decisions. He also had less
control over his emotions, becoming
moody and depressed. In his journals, his writing became more simplistic, disorganized, and nonsensical. In the air, he became more and
more reckless, taking more dangerous risks and ignoring the Boelcke
Dictums which he had rigidly
adhered to before. It is was quite
clear that Richthofen was suffering
from head trauma (and perhaps battle fatigue) resulting in decreased
cognitive ability. It is a good possibility that the Bloody Red Baron
had lost his edge due to his injury.
On
April 21st, 1918
Richthofen broke formation with his
squadron to chase an Allied plane.
Flying mere hundreds of feet about
the ground, Richthofen pursued the
fighter deep into enemy territory,
totally oblivious of enemy fighters
diving on his six and a mass of anti
aircraft fire rising from the ground.
Neurologists call this “target fixation”, a habit common among those
suffering brain injuries where a person will fixate on a particular object
or thing while losing awareness of
his or her surroundings.
Richthofen sustained a mortal gunshot wound to the chest,
going down and crashing. He was
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buried with honors by British
forces. Today, most medical and
military experts agree that the Red
Baron would have never been
allowed to fly again in any modern
air force.

Luise: Queen of Prussia
Cont’d from page 2
Christian Daniel Rauch (Carrara
marble, 1814), and Fritz Schaper's
"Prussian Madonna" (bronze,
1901) need to be mentioned here.
In 1806 France and Prussia
were at war with each other in the
so-called "War of the Fourth
Coalition." On 14 October
Napoleon's forces inflicted a devastating defeat on the Prussian
army in the twin battles of Jena
and Auerstedt (Thuringia). On 27
Queen Luise
October Napoleon triumphantly
entered Berlin through the beautiful south portal, with a relief
Brandenburg Gate.
Friedrich portrait of Queen Luise, stands today.
Friedrich Wilhelm and Luise
Wilhelm, Luise, and what was left
left
Königsberg
on 15 December 1809
of the government fled to
Königsberg (now Kaliningrad). to return to Berlin, where they arrived
For the next three years, while on 23 December and were jubilantly
Berlin was occupied by French received by the population. Entering
troops, Königsberg was to be the the city at the Bernauer Gate (also
known as the Königstor), in the northseat of the Prussian government.
A
Königin-Luise- eastern outskirts of the city, they were
Gedächtniskirche (Queen Luise officially welcomed by the mayor,
Memorial Church) was built in the the city councilors, and the senior
city and dedicated in 1901. It was clergy. The city was festively decoratbadly damaged in World War II ed, and 101 cannon-shots were fired
and stood as a ruin until the 1960s. in honor of the royal couple.
In June 1810 Luise, joyfully
Then it was rebuilt, but converted
and
with
Friedrich Wilhelm's
to be used as a puppet theater.
On 6 July 1807 Luise was approval, undertook to visit her
received by Napoleon in his head- father, Karl, now the ruling duke of
quarters in Tilsit, then Prussia's Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and, at the
easternmost city (now Sovetsk, same time, her grandmother, the
Kaliningrad Oblast), where he was "Princess George," now 81 years old
negotiating with Tsar Alexander I and residing at Karl's court in
(r. 1801-1825). Luise held Neustrelitz. She was accompanied on
Napoleon in very low esteem, but the journey by her long-time confihoped to negotiate more favorable dant, the Countess von Voss. She
terms for a French-Prussian peace arrived at Neustrelitz on 25 June, but
treaty. Napoleon was courteThe Red Baron
ous, but made no concessions.
In the peace treaty which was
signed three days later, on 9
July 1807, Prussia lost nearly
half of its territory, including
the fortress of Magdeburg,
and nearly half of its population.
One hundred years
later, when a new bridge
across the Memel (Neman)
River had been built at Tilsit,
it was, in memory of the historic meeting, named the
Queen-Luise-Bridge; it was
dedicated on 18 October
1907. In World War II, on 22
October 1944, this bridge was
blown up by German army
engineers to slow the advance
of the Soviet army. Only the
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on the 28th moved to her
father's pleasant summer residence at the castle of
Hohenzieritz.
Right after her arrival
there she took ill with a fever.
The local physician and then
the Hohenzollern court physician, summoned from Berlin,
diagnosed her condition as
pneumonia, but did not believe
it to be life-threatening. On 16
July the queen took ill again,
this time more seriously, with
attacks of asthma and circulatory
disorders.
Friedrich
Wilhelm was advised of the
seriousness of the condition;
he and the two oldest sons,
Friedrich Wilhelm, 14, and
Wilhelm, 13, arrived at
Hohenzieritz at 5:00 a.m. on
19 July. Luise died four hours
later. In addition to three
physicians, her husband, the
two princes, the Countess von
Voss, and her closest friend,
Caroline von Berg, were at her
bedside. An autopsy done the
day after her death revealed
that one lobe of her lungs was
destroyed and that there was a
tumor in her heart. Her death
was then announced to the
public in Berlin. She was
deeply and sincerely mourned
by all, family, court, and people. She had died of a broken
heart, it was widely believed.
After a delay of six
days, from July 25-27, three
days were allotted to move the
queen's
body
from
Hohenzieritz to Berlin, a distance of ca. 100 km. The
Countess von Voss, herself
now eighty years old, accompanied the funeral procession.
The first overnight stop was at
Gransee, the second at
Oranienburg, both in the Mark
Brandenburg. In Berlin the
body was taken to the
Stadtschloss; then, on 30 July,
it was moved to the Dom,
where a funeral service was
held and where it was kept
until a mausoleum for her was
completed. A memorial service
was held in all the churches of
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Berlin on 5 August. The obsequies
lasted two weeks; they demonstrated grief, patriotism, and loyalty.
A mausoleum for Luise
was ordered by Friedrich Wilhelm
to be built in the park of
Charlottenburg Castle and was
speedily constructed; it is located
only a short distance from the castle, at the end of an avenue of pine
trees. The casket containing
Luise's body was transferred to
the crypt of this mausoleum on
23 December 1810. After this the
mausoleum was given a more substantial form by architects
Heinrich Gentz (1766-1811) and
Karl Friedrich Schinkel (17811841). It features a beautiful classical portico with four Doric
columns. A Chi-Rho monogram
and the letters Alpha and Omega
in the pediment suitably give
expression to Luise's faith.
Initially Schinkel had planned to
build the mausoleum in the neoGothic style.
Shortly after Queen
Luise's death, the citizens of
Gransee asked for and received
permission
from
Friedrich
Wilhelm to erect a monument to
her in their city; this was to be
financed entirely by private donations rather than public funds. And
so a monument was erected in
what was then called the
Marktplatz but is now called the
Schinkelplatz, where on the night
of 25 July
Luise's casket had been set
up on its way to Berlin. The monument, following a design by
Schinkel, consists of a cast-iron
sarcophagus under a Gothic baldachin; it is 23 ft. tall. The four
sides of the sarcophagus are covered by inscriptions, and on top of
it there is a gilt crown. This rather
unusual monument was dedicated
on 19 0ctober 1811; the royal family was represented by Prince
Karl, then ten years old. Just a few
steps away there was in recent
years a small bookstore, the
Luisen-Buchhandlung, owned by
an admirer of Luise.
On the night of 26 July
1810, the second overnight stop
on the way to Berlin, Luise's casket was set up in front of, not
inside, the castle of Oranienburg.
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The location is marked by four
large oak trees, but there is no
monument to Queen Luise
here. (Queen Luise is not to be
confused with the princess
Luise Henriette of Oranien,
1627-1667, to whom there is a
monument in Oranienburg.)
The village and small
castle of Paretz, to the west of
Berlin, ca. 20 km northeast of
Brandenburg, had been a
favorite summer residence of
Friedrich Wilhelm and Luise;
they regularly attended services in the small village church
when they were staying at the
castle. The church holds, since
1820, an interesting and
unusual work of art. This is a
large terracotta relief created
in 1811 by the renowned sculptor Johann Gottfried Schadow
(1764-1850); it is titled
"Apotheosis of Luise."
This relief consists of
two parts, one above the other.
In the upper part there is the
figure of a transfigured Luise,
with seven stars above her
head (which is subject to different interpretations); it is
flanked by the metaphorical
figures of hope and charity to
her right and faith and loyalty
to her left. In the lower part an
angel holds an orb which bears
an inscription, here translated
into English:
Hohenzieritz. On 19
July 1810 she exchanged her
earthly crown for a heavenly
one, surrounded by hope, love,
faith, and loyalty, and fallen
into deep sorrow, Brennus and
Borussia.
The orb is flanked by
two
sorrowing
figures,
Borussia on one side and
Brennus on the other. (Brennus
was the chief of the Gallic tribe
of the Sennones, who in 387
BC took the city of Rome,
except for the Capitoline Hill.
The Sennones were erroneously identified with the Germanic
tribe of the Semnones.) This
relief is not counted among
Schadow's best works, but
Friedrich Wilhelm approved of
it. The mixture of pagan and
Christian symbolism is not a
happy one.
In 1814, the memory of
Queen Luise was honored in
two special ways. Caroline
(Karoline Friederike) von
Berg, on the fourth anniversary
of Luise's death, published her
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calendar of events
Please email your calendar items to:
SteubenNewsEditor@gmail.com 1-2 months prior to your event.

8/27

Noon-4:00 pm National Council Picnic,
Heckscher State Park, East Islip, NY
details in on pg 5 of this issue

9/9-9/11 Germania Hall Annual Oktoberfest, 51 Old Degarmo
Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 845-471-0609
9/17

Noon Steuben Parade, New York City
visit www.germanparadenyc.org for a full listing of
pre and post parade events

9/21

6:00 pm Erick Kurz Memorial Award Dinner honor
ing George Glotzbach, Plattduetsche Park Rest
Franklin Square, NY 516-785-0582 $60 pp

10/16

Steuben Recognition Day, Valley Forge, PA
(570) 897-7791

10/30

1:00 pm Dr. Charles Gilbert Spross Unit 50th
Anniversary Celebration, Germania Hall,
Poughkeepsie, NY 845-471-0609 $40 pp

tribute to Luise in Louise, Königin von Preußen:
Der preußischen Nation gewidmet (Berlin:
Breitkopf und Härtel, 1814). And Friedrich
Wilhelm, on 3 August, established the order of
Luise (Luisen-Orden), for which women of any
societal class were to be eligible. The medal was
in the shape of the Iron Cross; in the center there
was a large letter "L," surrounded by seven stars
(one for each of her surviving children?).
On 26 February 1815 Napoleon escaped
from Elba and returned to France, where the army
and the people rallied behind him. Another campaign had to be waged against him. Friedrich
Wilhelm and his young sons Friedrich Wilhelm
(IV, *1795) and Wilhelm (I, *1797) visited Luise's
mausoleum before leaving for the renewed campaign, as if to call for a blessing. Similarly
Wilhelm I visited his mother's mausoleum on 17
March 1871, upon his return from the FrancoPrussian War, as if to give thanks for victory and
for having been proclaimed German emperor.
On the evening of July 19, 1860, the fiftieth anniversary of Luise's death, a memorial service in her honor was held in Gransee at the monument, complete with torches and the ringing of
church bells. On 26 July 1910, one hundred years
after her death, Luise was honored in Gransee by
another memorial service, this one in the city's
Marienkirche.
Over the years 1861-1892 Theodor
Fontane (1819-1898), German novelist and poet,
published various parts and editions of a major
work, Wanderungen durch die Mark Brandenburg.
He describes the castle and the church of Paretz
and is rather critical of Schadow's Luise-relief in
the church. He has words of praise for the city of
Gransee and its monument to Luise. Of Luise he
says that there is in history no similar example of
purity, glamor, and innocent suffering.
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